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About
● Born July 26 1956
● Grew up in Yorkshire England now lives in Scotland
● Studied at Bradford School of Art and Preston Polytechnic
● View is work as a “collaboration with nature”
● Specialises in being patient while making his pieces and creates the pieces with the expectation his project will 

decompose over time 
● Creates permanent and temporary installments
● Known best for the use of on site materials  



Style

1 Sculpture

2 Land Art 

3 Photographer

4 Environmental Art



Andy Goldsworthy Quote:

“As with all my work, whether 
it's a leaf on a rock or ice on a 
rock, I'm trying to get beneath 
the surface appearance of 
things. Working the surface of 
a stone is an attempt to 
understand the internal energy 
of the stone.”



Projects



PROJECT 01:
Red Leaf Patch 

● Date: 1983
● Location: Cumbria
● Materials:  Leafs and Saliva

Intentions:
This project was created with the intent of breaking down 
over time.  It was made by taking two similar leafs and 
sticking them together to create a circle. Similar to artist 
Joseph Albers in the way they both use color as a manipultion



PROJECT 02:
Touching North

● Date: 1989
● Location: North Pole
● Material: Compacted Snow

Details/ Observations:
Why build in the North Pole? “It belongs to no one — it is the 
Earth’s common — an ever-changing landscape in which whatever 
I make will soon disappear.” Looking through any of the sculptures 
the direction will always be south.



PROJECT 03:
Rain Shadow

● Date: 2010
● Location: Times Square NYC
● Materials: Rain and Ground

Details/Observations:
One thing that Andy noticed while making Rain Shadow at times 
square is that passerbys just hopped over him or just went around 
him as if this was a normal occurrence. This is a temporary piece 
of art most commonly made in rural areas. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsqurjMCN4U


PROJECT 04:
Icicle Star

● Date: 1987
● Location: Scaur Water, Penpont Dumfriesshire
● Materials: Ice and Saliva

Details/Observations:

“withstanding harsh conditions to produce works such as 
these turns them into endurance pieces alongside their 
intended commentary on the relationship between human 
hands and the machinations of the creator”



"nature is in a state of change and how 
that change is the key to understanding. I 
want my art to be sensitive and alert to 
changes in material, season and weather.”

-Andy Goldsworthy
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